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The Adaptive Behavior Rating Scale

1111:m .1. Meyer

CX)

r-A A common complaint among preeehool teachers is that the typical

CX)
.40 asseaement instruments (Stanford-Biuet) do not really reflect either

CD
the behavioral competencies of the children or program effectivenese.

U./ Their major point appears to be that there are many aspects of behaviors,

particularly social/emotional, that are ignored. These behaviors may

be, according to this position, more important to the subsequent adjust-

ment of children in the primary grades of the typical public school

system. The purpose of this project was to develop a scale in which the

teachera identified important behaviors and then determine how these

behaviors relate to other, more traditional, indices of development

and academic readiness.

Clearly a case can be made that the affective domain of preschool

children's behaviors has been generally ignored in program assessments.

There are at least three aspects to the problem : (1) child administered

tasks have not been particularly successful (self-concept, motivation,

morality, etc.); (2) observation procedures are expensive and the coding

achemas have been largely derived from the experimenter's definition oil

desirable (undesirable) child (teacher) behaviors; and (3) existing

teacher rating scales focus on global 6.spects of the child's behavior

ea opposed to more specific "critical" behaviors. The most promising

procedure, in terms of-cost, time, and potential usefulness appeared to

be to develop a behaviorally oriented scale derived from teacher inter-

views.
.,s

MBTROD

Procedure. An adaptation of Flanagan's (1949) "critical incidence"
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procedure was used. Specifically, a sample of three kindergarten teachers

were asked to describe a maximally elapted and a maxjwelly malackptcd

kindergarten child. All statements were probed until the responses were

given in objective behavioral terms. For example, the statement "is

well behaved" after probing resulted in statements such as "does not

grab", "waits in line and stays in place", or "waits for directions

before rushing in". Teachers were individually interviewed resulting in

62 specific behaviors which were incorporated into the initial scale.

The maWaakTa behaviors were reworded in a positive tone for the scale;

for example, "doea not know my (teacher's) nme" appears as "knows teacher's

name." In this way all items on the five (5) point scale are positive.

Two studios were completed ueiug the Adaptive Behavior Rating Scala

(URS). In the first study, a sample of 33 disadvantaged children were

.rated three Read Teachers and Teacher Aides. The resulting scores

were correlated with the followieg child-assessment measures: Stanford-

Binet (SB), and the Draw-a-Line (DAL). All meappree were taken on a pre-

nd post-test basis with an interval of six weeks. The second study was

designed to define the behavioral attribute'' indexed by the ABRS. A prin-

cipal components factor analysis was used and involved 22 Head Start

Teachers and 3(4) children.

Study I

Sample. There wore 33 lower-class children involved in this otedy. They

were enrolled in a six week program opeasured by the Syacuce University
`

Research and Development Center. Thorn were three greeps of children of

41 each, with a Head Teacher and Teacher We assigned to each group.

RESULTS

The first analysis involved estimating tha internal consistency of

3
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the ABRS. For this purpose, beet/nue of the small Na in each gr.m, the

samples were combined. A procedure described by Flanagan (1937) was used

and resulted in an estimate of internal consistency of .66.

Summarized in Table 1 are the means and ST:a for the total sample of

Table 1

Means and SD on ABPS

Teachers Aides

1,1 SD Pi SD

Pre 196.7 33.6 183.4 31.2

Post 213.8 50.3 213.1 51.4

children on the pre- and post-tests for teache:ca and aides on the ABM.

The means in Table 1 are for total scores but dividing by the number of

its indicates that the average rating per item is slightly higher than

the middle category, or 3.4. It will be noted that the post-test SDa are

larger than those for the pretest which suggests that as both the teachers

and aides learned more about the children they made greater discriminations

omovg them. The variance data also suggests the possibility that the

children were differentially responsive to the program. Finally an

analysis of the difference scores showed that the gAiNs are statistically

significant (. gl 5.4; df mg 32; IL )' .01 and t ei 7.6; df ,3 32; lt .01),

for teachers and aides respectively,

As part of the general assesnmeat program: the children were adminis-

tered the following tests: (1) SD; and (2) the; DAL. Both tests were

administered twice; during the first week and the last week of the six

week program. The data for these tests are summarized in Table 2 only

for the purpose of describing the simple. (The DAL Means are the rates
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Table 2

Means and SDs of Asseasnent Tests

Stanford-Binet DAL

M SD It SD

Pre 90.0 16.8 2.0 1.9

Post 96.1 19.7 2.2 1.9

at which. the children drew a line 11 inches lone with the instruction

to drait a line as alow21 an possible. A more detailed description of

the procedure la reported by Massari, Dayweiser, and Meyer (1969).

The SB data indicate that the childrm are slightly below average. The

eorrelPtion between the teacher ratings and the SII.m.nre .43 and .43 for

pre- and post-tests, respectively. Similar correlations for the aides

were .46 and .82.. All,feur.correlattons sits statistically-aignificant

>.05). The correlations between the ABIIS and the DAL ware -.58 and

-.30 for the teachers, pre- and poot-':cat, and -.55 and -.29 for the

*des. Only the pretest correlations are statistically, significant

.
(p '.01).

A final analysis of the tzns was daFignedLO dr:trminc the lonaletlitcy

:Of ratings over the six: week program. for the teachers the correlatioa

,Una .55 which is statistically significant (2..:..01Y. For tha aides the

'correlxtion was not statistically significant (Erj;,31). The correlation

between the pre -teat score on the ABM and the eliani3a score for 'teachers

wan .57 (2. ;1'.01) and .32 for the LO.c%s Awathae osteome of

the analysis showed tIkkt ll items did not 4imrtminow =low; the ch.UtI:en.

The revised form of the scale is reprodulled in Appendix A.

Study 2

The purpose of the second study was to examine the factor structure
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of the ABRS and to (lett...mine the degree of importance given by preschool

teachers to the variouo behaviors included in the scale.

IMBOD

Sub eats. A total of 300 children and 22 teachers were included In this

study. All the children were eurolled is a Sull:(6 week) Read Start

Zroarem and met the usual requirements of income, etc. The children lived

in the inner city of Syracuse, New York. The teachers were qualified in

early childhood education and bad previous preschool or kindergarten

experience.

Procedure. Each of the 22 teachers was caked to rate each child at the

end of the six week program. No specific inntructions ware given other

than those appearing on the form (see Appendix A).

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The inter-item product moment correlations were determined which formed

a 60 x 60 matrix that served as the basis for the principle aompenents

factor analysis. A total of four rotated factors were extracted (a

factor was retained if the rotated num of squared loadings was greater

than 1.3). The item numbers and their associated factor loadings are

shown in Table 3.

Item II

1 39
2
3 43
4 62
5 45

Table 3

Summary Item Factor Analysis

of ABRS (Principle Axio-Rotated)

(decimals have been deleted)

II

57 6

III TAT

37

55
67



tem II I II III IV

6 44 58
7 51 33
8 46
9

10 52
11 34 69
12 79
3.3 83
14 39 49
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27 33.

,..28 34
.29 40
30
33. 33
32 30
33
34
35

'37
38
39
40

.41
42
43

47
4t1

49
50
53.
52
53
54
55

147



Item II IV

58

59

60
61

62
41

We have tentatively labeled the factors although these labels are

considered to be merely for communication purposes. The items in Factor

I have been labeled "Social Competence and Responsiveness." Here specifi-

cally these items focus on those behaviors reflecting acclamation to the

eless-room situation, knowing teacher's name and classmate's names,

communicating physical needs to the teacher. We have labeled Factor II

"Social Conformity and Compliance." This factor includes such behaviors

as being orderly in line, sharing upon request, not grabbing, and accept-

ing consequences of .awn behavior. Factor III may be best labeled "Tidi-

ness." The fourth factor is highly tentative but it seems to suggest

"Independence"; that is, the child is able to make decisions on his own

and knows his way around the school.

A surprising outcome of the factor analysis was the failure to V.:4°1=7.

a factor related to cognitive behaviors. Such a factor did emerge but the

variance attributable to the included items was too small to be consideree

ovher than error. It is possible that our sample of teachers were unable

to 'lake meaningful judgments about the children on the cognitive items

became of the ahorwess'(six weeks) of the program. MO, the varlet:Len

in rat..;ngs concentrated on those social aspects of behavior normally

required for the smooth running of a a1mn7aom. We have two kinds of date

related to this hypothesis. First we asked the Summer Head Start Teachers

to rate the behaviors on u live -point scale in terms of their adaptive
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Importance in the classroom. Table ;4 shows the top and bottom ranked

items.

Table 4

Top 10 end Bottom 10 Ranked Items

Rank Item II

1

Content

1
n2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57
58

59

60

1
32

4

3

10
15
24

27
20
16

22
62

39

44
8
43
46
45
26

35
36

Toilol: Self
Obey Safety Rules
Reports if Sick
Uses raccoons to feed self
Knows where lives
Verbally is expends

Knows his own clasnroom
Followe verbal directions
Cicr.s up after self.

Attends at least IQ minutes

Can name primary colors
Will not attempt new activity
Can coTplete idenAf. teacher atops in

mid7evntence
Changes verbal mistakes when corrected
titles more than one color
Pretends enthusiniticelly
Can copy geometric: igures
Can cut out small. figures
Can color inside linen:
Knows names of kitthen utensils
Knows names of shop.Ools

The second analysis involved the rating of the same items by a

sample of 20 kindergarten teachers from middle-class suburban school

district. Examination of the top 10 and bottom 10 items for this group

is reasonably similar to those in Table 4. The correlation between the

two sets of rankings is r .69. The two sets of data fail to support

the hypothesis that teachers regard the cognitive behaviors as important

but, rather, both samples of teachers rate social competence and compliance

behaviors as crucial. This is particularly surprising when it in recalled

that the teachers themselves defined the behaviors included on the scale.

9
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

At a superficial level, the results of the two studies, especially the

second study, lend support to the head Start teachers' position that the

development of cognitive skills, as assessed by an instrument like the

Stanford-Binet, are of relatively little importance to them. Clearly

as one examines the relative importance given to the clusters of items

within the ABRS, behaviors which broadly include conformity to rules,

tidiness, and social independence are regarded by Head Start teachers as

important and from eheir point of view should perhaps be the major vari-

allee coat are AGEIWTH;c4 IA? program evaluation. However, as one examines

the data more carefully, this conclusion is perhaps oversimrlificd. First,

there is a significant relationship, albeit not very high, between the

ratings teachers give the children on the AURS and perforeance or the

Stanford-Binet. Thus to the degree that the ABRS indexes the genuinely

important aspects of social competency, it is also providing some evidence

about the child's general intellectual. functioning. Logically one might

anticipate such a finding in the sense that many of the social competence

items in fact require reasoning and judgment on the part of the child which

can hardly be thought of as being independent of general intellectual ability.

The picture is complicated even more so by the high correlation between

the index of "impulsivity" -and the ABRS. Conceptually, the impulsive child

is more likely to respond to situations before thinking through the con -

sequences of the act. In this case, the DAL in fact indexes the ability

to irbibit motor impulses and many of the items on the ADRS would seem tc

be behavioral manifestations of this train (grabbing, hitting, not staying

in line, etc.) . In addition, with this sample of children, the correlateon

between the DAL and the SB is -.45 for the pretest and -.56 for the posttest
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cn .05 and R (.01, respectively) . These data indicate that the tende.ncy

toward impulsive behavior negatively influences performance on the StanbeD1-

Binet fled conceivably many of the more cognitively oriented itees on the ABRS

would be similarly negatively influenced (knowing the name of the teacher,

for example). The conclusion seems weerented, therefore, thet although

teachers; apparently pay little attention .'n their decision making to specific

cognitive competencies (knowing colors, for example) and a great deal of

attention to social competence behaviors, they arc nevertheless making

judgments onbehaviors that are in fact related to general intellectual

ability.

With respect to assessing the overall usefulness of the /MS for

either program assessment or the assessment of individual children, the

data are not particularly helpful. It is in fact the case that the instru-

ment has substantial internal consistency but there are no data available

that permit one to determine the predictive power of the instrument with

respect to subsequent performance of children. It was frankly not possible
1:o generate the data necessary because this would have required the develop-

ment of an elaborate observational procedure and longitudinal follow-up

of the children. Funds were simply not available for such activities.
Certainly to the degree that the AIRS shares variance with the SB, one

might anticipate that the instrument woul(; predict achievemeat levels with

elCCUrcley no less than available its treuentc. An interesting research

question, however, would be to examine the ABRS in .conjunction with an

instrument like the SB to see if the unehared variance might increase the

level of predictive accuracy. The reader should feel free to use the ABRS

in any way they deers appropriate and the writer would appreciate receiving

the results of any such studies.
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Child's Name

Vor.
Date

Appendix A

Teachar

Please indicate as accurately as posa.Z.1L.
how this child behaves by marking one of
the five responses for each item. Base
your response to every item on your persona
observation and experience with the child.

(Please make one (1) check for each of the
51 items).

-------
Never Once in

a while
Some- foot of

times the time
Always

Y1.

Pretends einhusiasticallx ----
. Eandles li* b-lrin ;;Ordinated wax_1 11.. Cq.:g: ....-- ......----- . .

3. lioe3 not gni;
-------

- ---- ----.------ ...... ----

-
------_
-------

-----

I
I

+........1.
4. Dcs;7:ibes fee:1ns of like or diolike

about thints
1

7 I

--

1

1

-------5. If sick or hurt can report it to parent or 1
__teacher; tell what hurts

g. Raowo names of atchen utertsils and how us'ea-1

7. C:eens up after himself; helpu clean up area
0. CGn neme_ErimaryEolors
9.--ias 7tuesti;;; if diTisaTt understand words

or ftrections

--

f
I

10. Makea verCal relations gotwaen what is
happening and other incidents in or out
c2 school

.

.

.

___,___
___ ____

a. Aceeptl consequences of own behavior, i.e.
does not blame others for own accidents

______ ___._____ _____ ..... ____

.

A15. Uans Is Wc.., Het whcn_speakin3

IT767ZiocT;iag;67;o116 to feonE;;;KE------ --.".....7 7.--"--
15, bows name of Teacher

...... ..........._____
1

"6. Pzports infringements on own equipment,
food, cct., by another child to teacher

back Rcaccgulli --- -------.--------

-f------,

-....---.

....".......,

-cl:Alata-it
17. ano draw 8110e designs and some letters

.- -
.

---------

____Mn_sEaman ......_ ......._______________________,_______________
as, Rwpalbfirs safauzgles

1

__________
------------1-...........;-

19. Ohunges verbal mistakes in grammar when

- -------

___,L74trgeted
10 lei-in olossmltos news- ......4:4.......-.,::....-.....:. ---a,------------
21. Uses more than one color or material when

wnkin painting. or,decorating_pator bout ...
22..Cnn hold and ecntrplgorail or brush
23. amen nature of and changes in propertiesK

of. obicas, i.e., collar missing, form of "-

cl1L-Boo tstce-Plan3, ------ - .----
2Z Knows male from Male

- ----- ..... .-------_____

----------------.
-----



Nottrwae

--liknrW--lbne in 'Some-
: a while times

25. Can fo7;7::be.1 discription end reesosa
Ibin behavior

*

.....isms...mommoMinte...... Me ..............0.......i.........10.. 0,...m...,.00 MM811.1. 6.....IMM/MIDM.MtaMO
liONMIMIam witimme..1. m,m, mm MT ....on ......a. ........

2p in ebin to no to the toilet by wlmseir
-------..-------------- - A

127. v-1-7,A qv ne,rnme.refel.c Awl chnTanters..............,...:....7_,..-.....,...:.:;.::-..-.......;...

------------...........--------,

host of
the time \

Alwayo
.

--------24. Attenrn to s work activity such as paint-

--tn-2.r.P;TaX.for 0.119.Yr
eromi".ismottiwatwit.Age::. from ono room to another in bnildirg

no-. e fil...411101110 Iften.T. iiiiriPireltaii.s..
owlwititiievedowanow....30. Cat.icu':. small shapes approximately 2 icy.

irtminiatieisweivirt

1

. . .

with- s?:;snoys

amamemiliWW.M.

*ea

31. Will share play equipment when requestId
woe. itii-tie eir ilronett,...rtlisieirelooiroirotimerzeuretionce

by ter..her
roitotiwtio mostiottilmoittwooto. itemmoimieut 4041;01109.1161MIND

NmMIIMMIMItiMONINirOMtripropriate equipment when re-32.1,i1/1 shsre ap

1

.laes-,e(; by another child ....................4 m. mtt. Mir ONMP..ami.mime..N. MIN.M.01".......MIT.M.M.V.1..4.1.1.4 MM.14110 /MINOS MI 10. 91MtallitIMOMM tiTiliMMIKMOIMMOrter33, 14:11cvie'shop tools: whct used for. r--- . iion. itoittiret W.I..
.

..111.1.41141110

34. Keeps himnelf relatirely clear, and Bats .

cleaned np if he z.etn dirty--...... iarsigi.nnwortime .4.411..0. at, Nutt.. ...titemav to.;./.....to. ...rate.5. Knew:3 ais bun whmn It iz tine to ?a home
---------in,...wenr.m.in..,............iilistft44WAV400Waln 70.0mMOIMMa..tie041Memie MPWW.MOMOMO.36. Attends to a sit-still activity such aL4

ntory aNr at least 10 minetcsi37. Recontimes thotosrath of himself
313. I. otd,?yikyjn_iine
lg. Known where he lives

MNIVIIMMIMMIIMMIMO

+0 MOMMM~Mallitem..MISIMO .171.0.1MONEMM
....0*.aliemMilt miMMOSMIMMINMM rbit............ ft....MD.4

.....Malmmimmt.0
iaciegiousetwootinirtivoititmttotittmomt MIMI. ........... :

. ,re

I.1
40. Vollero verbal directions

I7W1111. 101114
47-6 V.U°nFLIA.V oval elagermn1 ---------,--

.41i. Can stay inside flues when caoring
11

nn outlive form 194FaRtel0 %Li t*.313ael. ....D...44. Gan' template anWes if teacher stops in
midOln of

745. Renponis to questions about pictures,
etc. with more than grunts or shrugs;
i.e. cen describe thincts

411- 17. P 7
:VA
48. Comments spontaneously about pictures,

-----.- tries .....10.41.4.,
rMi.M.MMMM.*MMMSMM.MS*.*m.M.MmmMMMMMMMMMMlalif Mmoimiestamm.a..

exhibits, etc.

.Wasommedmoom..

W

W.WWWWWwiamMit

W.9. Can eiipy simple geometric figurers,
eircAnat.trinaleaa csuaycaz

--------- 1

50. Mau molt of your teaching experience been vtth children
cliBible for Bead Stare? Yee.

MIMIIMA1 11

who 1.c or would have been

i 51. How dnAa this child ccx.11:, ...,. ,.*.:' ,' ...4 4.4Ler catering :6.14.r.4arten children with whomyou have. ii.0 ,Ai.,r,rienu:.
:::,1.: cheek ono below.

Very much Below Above Very much
below average ,Averav Average Average above Average

,..


